Dynamics of single-protein molecules at a liquid/solid interface: implications in capillary electrophoresis and chromatography.
The behavior of individual molecules of R-phycoerythrin (RPE) was monitored by fluorescence imaging at various pHs and ionic strengths within the evanescent-field layer (EFL) at a water/fused-silica interface. Above the isoelectric point (pI), the individual protein molecules moved between exposures with random motion. As the pH approached the pI of the protein, the RPE molecules were partially adsorbed onto the fused-silica surface. The residence time and the number of molecules within the EFL also increased near the pI. Below the pI, the protein molecules were completely and permanently adsorbed onto the surface. However, the observed number of distinct molecule spots was decreased somewhat because of aggregation. At a given buffer condition, plots of residence times and molecule numbers exhibit asymmetry nearly identical to the corresponding elution peaks of the proteins in capillary electrophoresis and capillary liquid chromatography. These results provide insights into the fundamental interactions for the adsorption/desorption of proteins at the liquid/solid interface.